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finally, it is the perfect time to leave your old and outdated pc. with the new release of nero burning rom
you can burn to blu-ray disc and dvd-video discs and can rip and convert to almost all popular audio
formats. so, you can share your photos and videos with your friends or family, update your family photo
albums, and transfer your music and photos to mobile devices. with the new nero platinum, you can
even run a backup on your pc for 30 days. the new release of nero 2020 platinum includes several new
features that enhance and improve on the design of nero 2020 platinum, such as the brand new
securdisc 4.0 technology, which will help you protect your media files. this is the perfect tool for burning
and ripping files and working with the new dvd format. it also includes the nero 2020 platinum music
disc maker, which helps you burn music discs and convert music files. enjoy the brand new securdisc 4.0
technology, which will give you full control over the protection of your media files. this function helps to
protect the burned discs from being copied illegally, and it will help you determine the extent of the
security of any disc you make. the new nero 2020 platinum music disc maker will help you burn music
discs and convert music files and the new dvd format and will burn and rip files to digital formats. this
new version of nero platinum 2020 includes several features that enhance and improve on the design of
nero platinum, such as the brand new securdisc 4.0 technology, which will help you protect your media
files. this is the perfect tool for burning and ripping files and working with the new dvd format. it also
includes the nero 2020 platinum music disc maker, which helps you burn music discs and convert music
files.
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